
Part I of highly select Clive Devenish antique bank 
collection tops million-dollar mark at Bertoia’s

Oct. 3 auction featured 175 pristine banks, many with distinguished provenance



VINELAND, N.J. – In the week leading up 
to Bertoia Auctions’ October 3 sale of the 
Clive Devenish antique bank collection, Part 
I, all eyes were on a potential troublemaker: 
Joaquin. As the powerful hurricane bar-
reled toward the East Coast, possibly to 
collide with another coastal storm, there 
were decisions to be made. Would the sale 
go on as planned? Yes. Bertoia Auctions’ 
owner, Jeanne Bertoia, had been keeping 
close tabs on Joaquin’s path, and once it 
became evident that the hurricane was 
turning out to sea, she and her team as-
sured all callers that the much-anticipated 
event would be going forward as planned. 

Although heavy rain continued to pummel 
New Jersey on auction day, resulting in a 
lighter-than-usual crowd, it did not stop col-
lectors from pursuing their choice of prized 
banks from the spectacular 40-year Clive 
Devenish collection. Many had previewed 
well ahead of time and left absentee bids, 
while others participated by phone or on-
line. The boutique offering of 175 lots in 
Part I garnered an impressive $1,011,180, 
including the 20% buyer’s premium.

Leading the top 10 was a circa-1880 
Kyser & Rex Roller Skating mechanical 
bank with five skating figures and a com-
plex action. Considered one of the finest of 
few known examples, it came to Devenish 
with prestigious provenance from the F.H. 
Griffith and Steven Steckbeck collections. 
The beautiful near-mint example of fine 
artistry in cast iron sold for $120,000.
Another coveted entry, a near-mint circa-
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1886 J. & E. Stevens Bread Winners 
mechanical bank represented the com-
mon laborer’s discontent with monopo-
lies and political bribery. Previously part 
of the Ferdinand Weider collection, the 
near-mint bank commanded $72,000.

Several mechanical banks were accompa-
nied by their rare original boxes, including J. 
& E. Stevens’ circa-1906 classic known as 
Boy Robbing Bird’s Nest. In virtually unplayed-
with condition and with a trail of ownership 
that could be traced back to the legendary 
Walter P. Chrysler collection, it neared its 
high estimate with a winning bid of $42,000.

Also retaining its original factory box was 
a Shepard Hardware Co., Mason bank 
patented in 1887. A popular bank with 
collectors, it depicts two tradesmen work-
ing on a brick wall – a mason who holds 
a trowel and brick; and a hod carrier. Ex 
Ferdinand Weider collection, the near-mint 
mechanical sold for a proud $26,400. 

A red-base version of Stevens’ Chief Big 
Moon bank, patented in 1899, crossed 
the auction block in superb condition, 
with bright paint and its original factory 
box stamped “Indian Camp Bank.” Pur-
chased from a private San Francisco es-
tate in 1980, the bank remained in the 
Devenish collection for the next 35 years. 
It reached the midpoint of its estimate 
range at Bertoia’s, selling for $24,000.
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An amusing circa-1888 Stevens Milking 
Cow from the noted Charles A. Bailey ped-
estal series of mechanical banks was de-
scribed in Bertoia’s catalog as being the 
only all-original, unrepaired example known 
to have reached the auction marketplace 
in the last 20 years. Like the Boy Robbing 
Bird’s Nest, the Milking Cow appeared to 
be in unplayed-with condition. Bidders ex-
pressed their approval of the bank’s vibrant 
factory paint and natural patina by pushing 
it well above the high estimate to $39,000.

Also designed by Charles A. Bailey, a 
lead and wood Springing Cat mechanical 
bank, patented in 1882, featured an ac-
tion that involved the release of a small 
mouse and the cat’s unsuccessful pursuit 
of the quickly retreating rodent. Formerly 
in the F.H. Griffith collection, the Spring-
ing Cat realized a fantastic $33,000.

Yet another mechanical bank that appeared 
to have spent much of its life on a high shelf, 
away from sunlight and curious children, was 
a 5-hole version of the Hold the Fort Bank. 
Patented in 1877 but of unknown manufac-
ture, the brightly colored artillery-action bank 
with components that included a cannon, tar-
get and American Flag settled at $36,000.
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Other noteworthy mechanical banks includ-
ed: John Bull’s Money Box (Sydenham & 
McOustra, England, pat. 1909), $22,800; 
Horse Race with flanged base and original 
box (J. & E. Stevens, pat. 1871) $20,400; 
Leap Frog (Shepard Hardware Co., pat. 
1891) $20,400; and Initiating First Degree 
(Mechanical Novelty Works, pat. 1880), 
$19,200. Additionally: Mama Katzenjam-
mer (semi-mechanical, Kenton Hardware 
Co., circa 1900-1910), $15,600; Butt-
ing Ram/Man Thumbs Nose (Wagner 
and Zwiebal Mfg., pat. 1895), $14,400; 
Punch & Judy (small letters version, Shep-
ard Hardware Co., pat. 1884), $13,200; 
and Artillery (Union) with original box 
(J. & E. Stevens, pat. 1892), $12,000.

Leading the still bank lineup was a circa-
1915 Hubley Mascot, which depicts a 
young baseball player standing atop an 
American League baseball. Scarce and 
desirable, the bank had been purchased 
by Devenish at a 1984 estate sale in San 
Francisco. It sold at Bertoia’s for $7,200 
against a pre-sale estimate of $2,500-
$3,000. Another testament to the strength 
of still banks was the J. & E. Stevens Bat-
tleship Oregon, made around 1902. Intri-
cately cast and fastidiously detailed with 
boats, masts and painted-on ocean waves, 
the cast-iron craft set sail at $6,600.

Most of the spelter banks offered in the 
sale achieved prices within or above their 
respective estimate ranges. A circa-1900 
to 1910 Rabbit Head bank made by the 
renowned German toy soldier manufac-
turer Heyde exceeded expectations at 
$1,320; as did a circa-1910 to 1920 
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Terrier on Basket, which earned $1,200. 
Of a similar age, a Standing Bear with 
Top Hat took a bow at $840; while an ap-
pealing example of Rabbits at Orange 
Ball, with original clasp, retired at $720.

Those who were able to attend the 2½-hour 
auction in person were well rewarded by the 
atmosphere of camaraderie and the Ber-
toia family’s open-door brand of friendship.

“We enjoy hosting events here at the gallery 
and do everything we can to encourage live 
attendance, not only for the hands-on view-
ing but also for the important experience 
of mingling with likeminded collectors who 
share their passion,” said Jeanne Bertoia. 
“We make every effort to provide an environ-
ment that makes people feel welcome. At 
every auction our guests tell us how much 
they appreciate our hospitality, including our 
now-signature ‘foodie’ sessions with catered 
food and beverages,” said Jeanne Bertoia. 

The “short-and-sweet” sale of the Devenish 
banks spurred a very focused style of bidding 
that larger sales do not exhibit, Bertoia Auc-
tions associate Rich Bertoia observed. “It 
seemed that bidding decisions were made 
far in advance of the auction. Collectors ap-
peared to know exactly what they wanted. 
The buzz in the air was that the banks were 
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in great condition, but were they going to 
be affordable? And as with any auction, 
the answer was the same – some items 
would go on to exceed estimate, but there 
would also be some great buys,” Rich said.

Commenting on the state of the market 
with respect to banks, he said: “Outstand-
ing items are still bringing very good prices. 
That’s the case with almost any category of 

antiques. The interest curve for banks has 
held strong for many years, and the hobby 
is still at its peak of popularity. We noticed 
a few new collectors at the auction on Oc-
tober 3rd, and that’s always a good sign.”

To contact Bertoia Auctions about con-
signing to a future sale, call 856-692-
1881 or email toys@bertoiaauctions.com.
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